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Abstract
In order to address mass casualty situations in the event of radiation exposure from nuclear attacks or
accidents, there is an urgent and unmet need for point-of-care (POC) diagnostic devices for rapid
assessment of absorbed radiation dose. Patients receiving whole body irradiation (WBI), which is often
included as part of the preparative regimen prior to hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT), can be
used as subjects for evaluation of radiation biodosimeters that may be of use in a nuclear event as well as in
radiation therapy. The level of WBI exposure in patients is frequently associated with treatment-related
complications to multiple tissues and involves individual variations in radiosensitivity. Thus, early and
predictive indicators of individual outcomes of radiation exposure would allow pre-emptive clinical
management before the onset of tissue injury. To address these critical needs, we are developing an ocular
dosimeter (OCDOS) that noninvasively assesses radiation-induced damage by measuring light scattered by
proteins present in the aqueous humor (AH) the eye. Therefore, we initiated a clinical study to assess the
potential of OCDOS in patients before and during a fractionated course of WBI conditioning therapy prior to
HSCT. Early results in three patients show a clear difference in light scattering properties of the AH from
measurements taken before and after irradiation that persists for several days into treatment. This
preliminary study provides proof of principle that this non-invasive and POC device can assess dose-related
changes in proteins in patients receiving WBI and is suitable for high throughput, triage assessment of
individuals exposed in a mass casualty scenario of a nuclear event.
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Introduction
Current biodosimetric approaches for estimating radiation dose and anticipating the effects of exposure
from nuclear events often require tissue collection, sampling and laboratory-intensive methodologies with
results typically not available for several days [1]. It is also well-recognized that there is a wide inter-patient
variation in normal tissue reactions to radiotherapy and identifying patients likely to develop severe
reactions would be a considerable advance by allowing dose to be individually tailored [2-4]. Patients
receiving WBI as part of the conditioning regimen before HSCT for treatment of disseminated malignancies
are expected to have some toxicities attributed to systemic radiation exposure, including early effects on the
immunohematopoietic system, oral mucosa, and gastrointestinal epithelium as well as delayed
complications in tissues, such as lung and kidney, with a subset having serious complications [5]. The same
radiation toxicities are of concern in a mass casualty scenario following nuclear incidents. These patients
are therefore useful for testing POC radiation biodosimeters that might be of use in the clinic and for rapid
triage after nuclear events in allocating subjects for appropriate treatment with potential mitigating
therapies [1, 6].

The current clinical study describes how a non-invasive ocular dosimeter (OCDOS) is capable of
quantitatively and objectively measuring light-scattering changes in the anterior chamber of the eye as a
result of WBI exposure and has the potential to identify sensitive patients in need of further medical
management in both radiation therapy and nuclear events.

Materials And Methods
Patient treatment
The WBI regimen consists of a hyperfractionated course of 1.5 or 1.65 Gy doses given twice per day over four
days, accumulating to a total dose of 12 or 13.2 Gy delivered by a 6 MV linear accelerator (Siemens Avant
Guard) at 10-12 cGy/min (Figure 1). Additional anti-cancer and immune suppressive chemotherapy was
delivered on the days after the completion of WBI. Patient P01 was a 53-year-old female at treatment
presenting with relapsed acute myeloid leukemia who received 60 mg/kg cyclophosphamide on days two and
three and 25 mg/m2 fludarabine on days one, two, and three after 13.2 Gy WBI, also as part of the
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conditioning regimen prior to allogeneic HSCT. Patient P02 was a 54-year-old female with B-cell acute
lymphocytic leukemia who received 60 mg/kg cyclophosphamide on days one and two after 12 Gy WBI,
followed by allogeneic HSCT. Patient P03 was a 42-year-old male with relapsed refractory Hodgkin’s
lymphoma who received etoposide on day one and 60 mg/kg cyclophosphamide on day three after 12 Gy
WBI, followed by autologous HSCT. All patients were screened for any pre-existing known eye conditions,
including glaucoma, cataract, or other conditions that may result in ocular inflammation.

Photometric measurements
This is a longitudinal feasibility study of a novel non-invasive device in assessing radiation dose exposure in
humans (http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01640236) and was approved by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). The current OCDOS instrument analyzes the
back-scattered light at multiple angles and wavelengths from the anterior chamber of the eye to allow for
simultaneous measure of average AH molecular weight and concentration of proteins. This concept for
measuring protein concentration and average molecular weight in an aqueous medium is based on the well-
established Zimms formulism to the classical Rayleigh scattering technique [7]. The theory associated with
multi-angle scattering analysis for measuring concentration of specific proteins (average mass and radius) is
according to the following equation.

Where: 1) R(θ,λ) is the intensity of scattered light measured at a given wavelength (λ) and scattering angle
(θ), 2) c is the sample concentration, 3) M is the molecular weight, 4) A2 is the second viral coefficient

(typically considered negligible when concentrations are less than 0.1mg/ml), 5) K* is an optical parameter

equal to 4π2n2(dn/dc)2/(λ4NA), 6) n is the solvent refractive index and dn/dc is the refractive index

increment, 7) NA is Avogadro’s number.

1/P(θ,λ) = 1 + (16π2/3λ2)<rg
2>sin2(θ/2)+,  is a Taylor expansion for the angular dependence of the scattered

light where  rg is the average radius and θ is the scattered light.

The anterior chamber of the eye was illuminated by three ISO 15004-2:2007 compliant visable illumination
sources. The returned light, consisting mostly of back-scattered light from the aqueous humor is captured
using a photo detector (PD) placed about 50 cm from the eye (Figure 2). The geometrical arrangement of the
optics minimizes backscatter from the lens and cornea. The data from the PD was processed to compute a
parameter that is proportional to the average molecular weight of the proteins present in the AH by applying
the Zimms Scattering formulism. The OCDOS measurements were performed on the day before and within
20 minutes after the first WBI dose and following accumulated radiation doses at days two, three and
four (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: OCDOS measurements in relation to WBI treatments
OCDOS measurements in relation to WBI treatments. This corresponded to 0 Gy (pre-WBI) and post-WBI
after having received the first fractionated 1.5 or 1.65 Gy dose on day 1, 3 or 3.3 Gy cumulative (day 2), 6 or
6.6 Gy cumulative (day 3) and 9 or 9.9 Gy cumulative (day 4) doses.
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FIGURE 2: OCDOS device allowing non-invasive and non-contact
assessment of light-scattering properties of the AH
OCDOS device allowing non-invasive and non-contact assessment of light-scattering properties of the AH.
Light from three eye-safe LEDs is projected into the anterior chamber of the eye. The light that is scattered
within the AH is collected and then analyzed using spectral analysis methods.

Results
The OCDOS instrument was calibrated using an in vitro eye model (Figure 3).  This was performed by
measuring the response of the OCDOS system to varying proportions of the two most abundant proteins in
the AH: albumin (69kDa) and immunoglobulin G (IgG) (150kDa) at equal concentrations (0.2mg/ml) in a
synthetic aqueous humor buffer solution [8]. The data indicates the ability of the OCDOS system to identify
proteins by their average molecular weight and average radius at relatively small concentrations. Figure 4
presents the percent change in the OCDOS value (correlated to the average molecular weight of the AH
proteome) as a function of time and cumulated dose during WBI treatment for the three patients. It
demonstrates that OCDOS can distinguish significant light-scattering changes in the AH attributed to an
increase in protein concentration and/or average protein molecular weight and radius, even after the first
dose of 1.5 or 1.65 Gy. Interestingly, the patients differ with respect to the maximal OCDOS response
achieved at the higher radiation doses pointing to the possibility that this may be used to distinguish
individuals with variations in radiation susceptibility. As other clinical variables might also influence the
magnitude of the response, it will be important in the future to determine how well the OCDOS readings
correlate with other measures of radiation damage and clinical symptoms. 
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FIGURE 3: The OCDOS system was calibrated with an in-vitro eye
model
The OCDOS system was calibrated with an in-vitro eye model. Synthetic aqueous humor was prepared with
mixtures of the two most abundant proteins in the AH, albumin and IgG such that the total concentration of
proteins remained constant (0.2mg/ml). The data shows that the OCDOS system has a linear response to an
increase in average AH molecular weight.

FIGURE 4: OCDOS response measured in three different patients
OCDOS response measured in three different patients as percent change (± 95% CL) in the blue-green slope
as shown in Figure 3 to show a radiation dose-dependent effect from an increase in the average molecular
weight and radius of proteins present in the AH
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Discussion
These preliminary results show, for the first time, dose-related changes in the composition of the AH in the
anterior chamber of the human eye attributed to exposure to ionizing radiation as detected by light
scattering properties. The alterations were without any signs of visual impairment and patients were
selected to have no prior history of eye complications. Other factors, such as disease status and prior
chemotherapy, cannot be excluded as contributing to the magnitude of these AH changes but this will
require further study.

The mechanisms that account for radiation-induced changes in AH light-scattering have yet to be fully
resolved. The protein constituents of the AH are tightly regulated by the blood-eye barrier (BEB) formed by
the non-pigmented layer of the epithelium of the ciliary body and the endothelium of the blood vessels of
the uvea [9]. Disruption of the BEB by irradiation can result in an apparent increase in concentration of
proteins present in the AH [10], although studies are limited to localized irradiation of the eye of rabbits.
Such responses appear to vary among species [11]. Other possible radiation-induced changes include
alteration in the relative contribution of albumin and immunogobulin G (IgG), the two most abundant
proteins in the AH [12-13], which have over a two-fold difference in molecular weight. Their quantitation in
AH remains challenging due to the low protein content and the relatively small volume of AH in
experimental animals. For humans, extraction of AH through paracentesis is impossible for ethical reasons.
Our own analysis of the AH through mass-spectroscopy in irradiated non-human primates shows a dose-
related change in proteins associated with inflammation, immunity, and redox fluctuations that are well-
known markers of acute radiation responses [14-15]. Changes in protein composition in the AH may also
reflect a drop in serum albumin as documented in experimental studies after WBI, perhaps related to early
vascular leakage in multiple tissues [16-18] with an associated change in the composition of the AH.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we have found that the regular daily monitoring of AH protein composition using the OCDOS
device during the course of radiotherapy, and after each accumulated radiation dose, yields valuable dose-
response relationships for each individual patient. Such a rapid and non-invasive approach has advantages
over other predictive bioassays that require reagents or body fluid samples. The ability of OCDOS
measurements to distinguish changes after the lowest radiation dose of 1.5 or 1.65 Gy supports its potential
to recognize and manage individuals at risk of developing radiation toxicities in a nuclear event. Of
additional interest are the divergent OCDOS responses seen at higher doses among the three patients so far
studied. Whether such variations beyond the actual radiation doses received will enable individuals with
intrinsic genetically determined differences in radiosensitivity to be identified and stratified early during the
course of radiotherapy warrants further investigation for a larger cohort of patients and with correlations of
subsequent radiation-related clinical responses.
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